IJ-50

POWERFUL MAILING PERFORMANCE FOR EXPANDING NEEDS

The simple, versatile and effective solution for all sized mail

WE VALUE YOUR MAIL
IJ-50
DIGITAL FRANKING MACHINE

The Neopost IJ-50 delivers the next level of mailing performance for flourishing businesses.

- Integrated weigh platform for accurate rate calculation
- Envelope processing speeds of up to 95 lpm
- Track expenditures for up to 100 departments
- Interface with a PC to export mailing data and reports

MAKE LIGHT WORK OF LONG RUNS

The optional Neopost AutoFeed complements the high speed capabilities of the IJ-50, so you can process up to 95 letters a minute – and finish the monthly invoice run or advertising mailshots in half the time!

NO MORE "GUESS THE WEIGHT"

People often guess the weight of unusual packages - and waste money on over-stamping. The IJ-50's integrated, electronic weigh platform allows you to check the weight of envelopes and packages and then automatically applies the correct postage.

PROFESSIONAL IMAGE

The IJ-50 is 100% inkjet and 100% digital, which gives you superbly crisp, clean impressions. Up to ten customised slogans can be loaded from memory cards and you can add your company name, greetings, marketing slogans - even logos and photographs.

UPGRADE TO MAILROOM CAPABILITIES

Linked to a folder inserter, the IJ-50 gives you all the advantages of a complete mailroom solution with continuous, ready to mail processing. It deals with your mail ten times faster than a staff member could, and can also be used for mailshots and other marketing activities.

EASY TO USE, WHATEVER THE JOB

Whether for a handful of envelopes or a big mailing run, the IJ-50’s easy to read display and one-touch controls make operating easy. Long-lasting ink cartridges reduce cost-per-impression and can be replaced in seconds. And new postal rates can easily be uploaded from digital memory cards when required.

Being ISO 9001 and 14001 certified, Neopost will serve you according to the highest process, quality and environmental standards.

SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS

| Base                     | 385mm x 250mm x 360mm |
|                        | 8.8kg                  |
| Including Autofeed     | 590mm x 250mm x 360mm |
|                        | 12.2kg                 |

ELECTRICAL

Power requirements

Operates on 240V, 50/60Hz

PERFORMANCE

Speeds

Up to 95 envelopes per minute

FEATURES

Label dispenser
Up to 50

Job memory
5

Slogans
Up to 10

Mini dies
8

Text messages
5

Departments
40 or 100

ENVELOPE SPECIFICATIONS

Minimum-maximum length
125mm - 381mm

Minimum-maximum width
76mm - 381mm

OPTIONS

AutoFeed
Yes

Weigh platforms
2kg, 5kg or 10kg
IJ-50
THE QUIET PERFORMER THAT’S COMPACT & EASY TO USE

The Neopost IJ-50 is an advanced, automatic mail processing system that’s suitable for casual users too. It combines all the power of a high volume mailing machine with the quiet and simple operation of an office mailer. Compact and easy to use, the advanced features of the IJ-50 deliver the next level of mailing performance for flourishing businesses, offering packet and parcel versatility with real speed for the monthly invoice run or marketing activities.

The IJ-50’s advanced inkjet technology produces a crisp, clear frank and a clean, positive message about your business. Choose from a selection of customised promotional slogans, and create or adapt your own text messages in just seconds you like.

BETTER COST CONTROL
Instead of carrying postage costs as an overhead, IJ-50 lets you allocate them to cost centres, with capabilities for up to 100 accounts, and keep your expenditure under control. Accounting records can be printed onto franking labels or through an external printer.

THE SIMPLE SOLUTION TO PARCELS
Additional scales can be interfaced with the IJ-50 for large, irregular shaped packets and parcels of more than 2kg - and you don’t even need stamps! A built-in label dispenser enables the IJ-50 to print onto a self-adhesive strip, making it easy to apply to larger items.